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T he process of constitution-making in post-Soviet Russia was long and torturous,
involving multiple drafts from the major factions drawn up over three years, bitter

negotiations, and ultimately violence. But while the environment in which the debate
occurred shifted repeatedly, the most significant issues remained fairly constant:
executive-legislative relations and the nature of the federation. These two issues were the
centerpiece of a multifaceted negotiation that occupied the political scene for most of 1993.
This article examines the conceptual evolution of the executive-legislative relationship
during three stages of the process: the preliminary drafts presented by the Parliamentary
Commission on the Constitution and the Yeltsin team, the subsequent reconciled drafts that
emerged from the Constitutional Assembly, and the final amended draft that was adopted
in a nationwide referendum on 12 December 1993.

It is now commonplace to label this document "Yeltsin's constitution." While this is a
convenient label, which is not altogether inaccurate given the large hand the president had

in its elaboration-especially in the final
amendments-it presents a distorted view of the

"It is now commonplace constitution's origins.' This document emerged

to label Chis document from a protracted process of relatively open

`Yeltsin's constitutiotL
negotiation among a large number of politicians,
legal experts, and representatives of social
groups. As most of the commentary surrounding
the release of the new Russian constitution

pointed out, the president has substantial, perhaps decisive, powers over both the
government and parliament. But it is important to note that the powers granted to the
president were only slightly enhanced with the November revision-assumed by many te)
be Yeltsin's revenge on parliament for the October rebellion. In fact, many of the
president's most significant powers were present in the parliament's draft, including his
right to issue decrees and declare states of war and emergency with virtually no limitations.

Despite the sometimes imperious quality of the president's interventions and the decisive
defeat of parliament in the October events, it is reasonable to argue that the constitution
indeed reflects a consensus that developed over three years—at least among the political
elite--to establish a system of government that endows the executive branch with extensive
powers and limits the ability of the legislative branch to influence policymaking directly.
This article contends that the constitutional document can, therefore, claim some legitimacy
as a codification of a governing formula agreed upon in advance by the relevant political
actors through the protracted drafting process.

Rita Moore is an assistant profesor in the Department of Political Science at Portland State University
in Portland, Ore.
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Prior to Octoher, the negotiating process was unusually open and fostered broad

participation, a fact that could have provided a procedural hasis for the eventual docu-

ment's legitimacy. With the violent interruption of fhe process in October that foundation

may have been irreparably damaged, hut what cannot he denied is the degree to which the

final constitutional document-despite Yeltsin's last-minute tinkering-remained true to

the principies expressed in the original debate. This, then, has provided the hasis for the

Constitution's legitimacy and explains why none of fhe political elite have seriously

questioned it, despite evidence of electoral irregularities suiTounding its adoption.

Stage 1: The Presidential and Parliamentary Drafts Compared
Constitutional refonn has been on the political agenda in Russia since Gorbachev initiated

the process of regime change in the late 1980s. With the demise of fhe Soviet Union in

1991, however, significant amendments to fhe Basic Law to reflect the new reality of an

independent Russian Federation hecame inevitable. By fhe end of 1993, the 1978

constitution liad been amended over 300 times, leading to interna! contradictions and a

general hewildennent about the legal f a nework of fhe state. As fhe polarization of forces

and fhe collapse of fhe economy proceeded, these legal ambiguities hecame a focus of

political debate and a weapon in the baffle between the refonnist Yeltsin forces and the

conservatives based in parliament.

Although some among die conservatives still hold that refonn of the existing constitution

was die appropiiate response to the confusion, by fhe spring of 1992 most political forces

recognized that adoption of a new Basic Law was inevitable and-if they hadn't

already-pegan to develop their own constitutional projects. Of the many proposals

presented, two were the focus of most attention-one drawn up by the Constitutional

Conunission of die Parliament, headed by Oleg Rumyantsev, and fhe other by the executive

branch, written by Boris Yeltsin's advisors, most notahly Sergei Alexeev and Sergei

Shakhrai.2 What is perhaps most striking about

these doce nents is their general convergence on
some of the most important institutional issues. it is somewhat

There were clear dif erences, to be sure. '¡'he surprising to note that the
parlia nentary draft was considerably more

parliamentary draft !loes
detailed and precise, betraying lis long gestatio q

not outline a typicalas well as a commit nent lo the continental
model of constitution-making. Moreover, ibis parliantentary system.

draft was more clearly linked to Soviet constitu-
tional precedent through its protracted delinition
of fhe political economy of the new regime, an issue that was given little attention by the
presidencial draft. (Set for example, Parl. Arts. 8, 9, 34-38, 57-61, Pres. Art. 21-23). And,
not suipisingly, since the document was fhe work of members of the legislative branch, it
envisioned a parliament with a significant role in policymaking. Nevertheless, it is
somewhat swprising to note that the parliamentary draft does not outline a typieal
parliamentary system. Indeed, in some cases the parliamentary draft granted somewhat
greater powers to the precedent than his own draft did.

Given the provenance of the two drafts, they are unexpectedly similar in critical areas,
and it is those similarities that were more important in the long ¡un and allowed for the
relatively smooth reconciliation of fhe drafts at a constitutional assembly, called for that
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purpose by President Yeltsin in June 1993. What follows is a comparison of the
presidential and parliamentary drafts focusing on the distrihution of powers hetween the
executive hranch and the legislature.

Thc Presidency
Both drafts agreed that the president is to he chosen by popular election to a five-year
term-Innited to two consecutive tenns-and serves as the head of state. Moreover, there
was general agreement on the duties and powers associated with that position. The

president's primacy in the arca of foreign policy
was clearly established, with hoth drafts stipulat-
ing that he has the right to represent Russia

" His right to declare a abroad and to negotiate and sign international
state of ennergency or a treaties . In the same vein, he was also granted

state of war may not substantive control over the military, serving as
the head of the Securi Council andrerluireparliamentary ty

concurrente. "
conunander-in-chief of the aimed forces, appoint-
ing the military high conimand, and retaining the
iight to declare states of emergency or martial law.

In domestic policymaking in hoth projects, the
president is responsible fi- signing federal laws and nominating candidates to the highest
positions (the chairman of the government, his deputies and ministers , justices of the
highest courts, procurator general, and chairman of the Central Bank), but appointments
are to he niade by die parliament. Similarly, the president has the right to suhmit draft laws
to the parliament, hut the government is descrihed as the "executive" hody and as such is
assumed to he the primary originator of policy. He also exercises the ceremonial powers
of granting awards, pardons, asylum, and delivering to parliament an annual message on
the state of the nation.

In both drafts, the president' s most significant powers in dornestic affairs rest in his
ahility to take decisive action in extraordinary circumstances . 1His right to declare a state of
emergency or a state of war may not require parliamenta y concurrente . In the presidential
draft, the only stipulation is that the president must `inforn" (he Federation Assembly
without delay ofthe existente of diese decrees (Pres. Arts. 76, 77). Both also state that the
parliament-the full parliament in the parliamentary draft, only the upper house in the
presidential-may also declare states of emergency, hut there is no requirement for
approval of presidential action (Pres. Art. 96; Parl. Art. 86, para. I q).' Apparently, the
drafters assumed that the situations requiring this kind of response would he sufficiently
ohvious to require no more detailed limitations. Indeed, hoth drafts give the president the
general right to issue decrees with few stipulations on when that power may he invoked.
Only die parliamentary draft notes that this right pertains to "edicts and directives that are
by nature executive acts" (Parí. Art. 93, para. 2). But the absence of further definition of
what constitutes "executive acts" gives the president iimnense potential power and seems
to imply a general acceptance of the principie of a strong leader who is ultimately
responsihle for the security and well-heing of the nation.

While the outlines of the president's duties were generally consonant hetween the two
di afts, there were dif erences, some rather ohvious, others more suhtle. Most ohviously, the
parliamentary draft envisioned a vice president elected in the same vote as the president
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(Par!. Art. 92, para. 4). I-Iowever, nowhere ¡ti the document were the duties of this office

spelled out. This is particularly surprising since the parliamentary draft as a whole is

exceedingly detailed in most of its provisions. The drafts also differed on who can cal] a

referendum, with the parliamentary draft reserving that right lo parliament (Parí. Art. 86,

para. 1 d) while the Yeltsin draft granted it lo the president (Pres. Art. 74).

Generally, however, the parliamentary project granted the president substantial powers,
even in some cases greater than those in the presidential draft itself In particular, despite
the presence of a vice president in the parliamentary draft and its statement that the
government-the prime minister and the cahinet-is the head of executive power (Parí.
Art. 97, para. 1), it in fact gave the president decisive control over the executive hranch.
Perhaps indicative of the govenument's suhordination was the absence of a separate chapter
on it in the parliamentary draft.

In the original Yeltsin draft, the government was enipowered lo issue decrees (Pres. Art.
110)-, in the parliamenta y draft, the government was limited lo issuing resolutions and
instructions that could, however, he countermanded by the president (Parí. Art. 97, para.
4). Likewise, it stipulated that ihe president, not the prime minister, must submit a budget
lo parliament (Par!. Art. 93, para. 1h). Also in the parliarnentary draft, the president was
given the right lo chau meetings of the government, which would, presumably, give him
effective control over the proceedings (Parí. Art. 93, para. 1 e). More subtle, hut potentially
significan(, were slight diflerences in the wording governing the president's relationship
with the governmnt, with lile parliamentary draft more clearly establishing its subordina-
tion lo the president. According lo the parliamentary draft, the president "appoints" the
chairman (the pasme minister) and other members of die government "with the concurrence
of die parliament " (Parí. Art. 93, para. lb). The presidential draft, in contrast, stated that
die president "submits lo the [parliamcnt] a candidacy" for the post of prime minister, but
appoints other members of the government "opon the reconmmendation of the chairman of
the govenment and after consultation with the Federation Council," the upper house of
parliament ( Pres. Art. 73). In ellcct, then, the parliamentary draft envisioned presidential
dominance of the executive more clearly (han the presidential draft itself did.

Although cla ity in die relationship between the government and the president avoids the
most troubling aspect of a dual executive modeled on the French system, it severely limits
the parliament's ahility lo check the actions of lile executive hranch.° In a typical
parliamentary systeni-and in the French system itself-the accountability of the
government lo the parliament is the principal mechanism for parliamentary influence in
policymaking. Perhaps the parliamentary dralters were willing lo relinquish Chis power
because they were counting on the vise president lo provide the institutional counterbal-
ance. But if that were the case, one would expect lo find the duties of the vice president
spelled out in some detall. As noted ahoye, they were not. It would appear then, that the
parliamentary drafters shared with the presidential teani a preference for a presidential
regime.

The most important divergence by far, however, is the proposal in the presidential draft
lo give die president die right lo dissolve die parliament (Pres. Art. 74). While both projeets
give the president lile right lo call elections, only the presidential draft stipulates that he
may unilaterally dismiss the Federation Assembly. This right may he invoked in the event
that the lower house, the State Duma, rejects the president's proposed candidate for
chairman of the government (bree consecutive times. After the third rejection, the president
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has the right to dissolve the house and cal] new elections. Th.e power of dissolution gives
die president a fom idable, even overwhelming, weapon in the event of a eonflict hetween
the legislatura and the executive. The counter to this power is the parliament's ability to
impeach die president, but in both documcnts the procedures are convoluted and severely
limit the parliament's ability to use this action as a counterweight to the president.

The Parliament
In both drafts, die parliament-the Federation Assembly in fue Yeltsin draft, the Supreme
Soviet in die parliamentary-was bicameral. (The lower house was named the State Duma
in both; the upper house heing the Federation Council in the presidential draft, and the
Federation Assembly in the parliamentary.) Memhers of the two chambcrs were to he
simultaneously elected to tour-ycar tercos, though by difterent methods, and were
guaranteed immmumty. In lime with its prinrary function of general representation, the Duma
in both cases was to consist of three hundred deputies elected [mm territorial districts. The
presidential draft does not specity thc sature of those districts; the parliamentary draft
mentions hoth single-mandate and multi-mandate districts, and states that each constituent
unit of die Federation must he represented by at least one deputy (Pres. Art. 85; Parl. Art.
85, para. 2).

The upper house, in contrast, was clearly designed to represent the component regions
of die Federation. Reflecting the controversial nature of the Federation, however, the exact
size of the upper house was not specificd in either draft, and the formula for electing
deputies was complicated and soniewhat ambiguous. The presidcntial draft stated that two
deputies were to be elected "tronr each component of the Federation," but then went on to
state that "additional" deputies were to he elected from republics, autonomous oblasts, and
autonomous okrugs (Pres. Art. 85). The parliamentary project oflered two electoral
variants for the upper house. The first specified that two deputies would he elected from
each republic, krai, ob/ast, and autonomous oh/ast, and one deputy from each autonomous
okrug, specifically delineating tic distinctions among the constituent units of the Federation
and, most notably, granting krais status equal to republics. A second version was closer to
die presidential tonmula, stipulating that the upper house-the Federation Assembly-was
to consist of no more than two hundred deputies, with at least 50 percent elected by the
republics, autonomous oh/a.ets, and autonomous okrurgs (Parí. Art. 85, para. 3).

The parliamentary project nade no distinction bctwecn the two chambcrs: tic ftmll range
of legislative powers were to he hcld jointly. And those powers were to be substantial,
including anrending the Constitution, ratifying changes in the status of components of the
Federation, ratifying international treaties, approving the federal hudget and fiscal and
monetary policy, consenting to tic president's choice of members of the government,
appointing justices to the high courts and the chairman of the Central Bank, and, perhaps
most important, holding die right to impeach the president, vice president, the chairmen of
die Supreme Soviet, and higlh court judges. Ah l of those powers were consistent with those
granted to parliament in die president's draft. In addition, however, the parliamentary draft
gave die Supreme Soviet "oversight powers," extending to the determination of the "basic
directions offoreign and domestic policy," a pirase ripe with possihilities for conflict with
the president (Par. Art. 86).

The presidential draft vas only slightly more precise in distinguishing hetween the
chambcrs, granting relatively more powers to tic upper house (Federation Council),
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including the right lo appoint high officials, ratify forcign policy, declare states of
emergency and war, and impeach the president (Pres. Art. 94-96). The only responsihilities
lo he held jointly, according lo the presidential draft, were amendments lo the Constitution,
admission of new memhers lo the Federation, adoption of the federal budget, and
examination of the presidcnt's anual message (Pres. Art. 92). The State Duma's
responsihilities were limited lo fiscal and monetary policy, declaration of amnesties, and
the establishment of state awards (Pres. Art. 99). Furthcrmore, the Federation Council was
granted a virtual veto power over decisions of the Duma, which could then he overridden
by a two-thirds vote of che Duma, hut underscored the lower house's suhordination in the
original presidencial project (Pres. Art. 102). Finally, the presidential draft stipulated that
members of che Duna may not sinniltaneously be members of the Federation Council (Pres.
Art. 87).

In general, therefore, che parliamentary and presidential drafis differed more noticeahly

on che powers of parliament iban on those of che president, with che parliamentary project

envisioning a cooperative relationship hetween che legislative and executive branches.

Nevertheless, even in the parliamenta y draft, the legislature's powers were more potential

than actual. As in the Frcnch system, the notion of checks and balances hetween the

branches was emhedded in che text, but was not mandated. In practice, it is likely that the

parliament's role would he more dependent on the willingness of the president lo share

policymaking responsihilities tluan on any independent legislative resources. An aggressive,

popular president could easily domínate thc policymaking process if he so desired; if the

parliament proved lo he recalcitrant, he could use bis suhstantial independent powers and

ignore the legislature. On the other hand, a president willing lo include the parliament in

policymaking could, in practice, enhance the parliament's role.

Thus, the institutional relationship hetween the executive and che legislature outlined in
the parliamentary document was mutable and
could change suhstantially depending on presi-
dential styles, che political environment, and che "Thus, che institutional
policy agenda. This flexihility could he useful in

relationship hetween thethat it would allow ihe political system lo aecom-
modate a wide rango of situations over time executve and che

without necessitating frequent amendments legislature ... could
-clearly a benefit in a rapidly changing and change substantially
crisis-ridden environment. At the same time, depending on presidential
however, it put che legislature in a rather subordi-

styles.
nato position and again seemed lo emphasize the
underlying preference for presidential domi-
nance.

Stage II: The Constitutional Assembly, June-July 1993

A constitutional conference was called by Yeltsin with the goal of producing a single,

authoritative project that would then he adopted as the Basic Law, thereby resolving the

constitutional crisis that he considered "the maro ohstacle lo implementation of reform."5

Claiming the authority lo proceed with bis agenda based on the April 1993 referendum,

Yeltsin issued a dccree on adoption of a new constitution by 10 June, making it olear that

his draft was lo he considered che hasis for discussion, hut admitted che possihility of
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anendment alter a discussion of principles and a detailed analysis of alternative proposals

by the conference.' At the same tinte, he reiterated the importance of hoth the 1990

Declaration of State Sovereignty of the Russian SFSR and the 1992 Federation Treaty as

foundations for the new constitution.

Preparations for the conference pegan in May with fue dispatching of "representatives

of state struct u-es and specialists in the field of law" lo flie constituent repuhlics and regions

lo solicit additions or amendments lo the president's draft and ensure the correspondence

of republic constitutions and the proposed Basic Law.' Yeltsin's proposal of a constitu-

tional Conference precipitaled a split within fue leadership of the Supreme Soviet. Speaker

Ruslan Khashulatov remained adamantly opposed lo the conference, characterizing it as

"one way of unconstitutionally adopting a Constitution." Deputy Speaker Nikolai Ryahov

and Chaúmar of die Coruicil of Nationalities Rarnazan Ahdulatipov, while acknowledging

the unconstitutionality of the president's actions in calling the conference on his own

audrority, no redheless urged die parliament lo participate in the lomnulation of a new Basic

Law using flie presidential draft as the hasis for discussion.' At flie sanie time, Ryahov

proposed that the Supreme Soviet authorize the convening of a constitutional conference

whose delegates would consist of memhers of the pa-liament's Constitutional Commission

and two representatives fi-om every member of the Russian Federation.9 Faced with this

conflict, die Supreme Soviet split the difterence, sanctioning the constitutional conference,

but maintaining that the "only version" lo he considered was that produced by the

parliamentary conunission.10

Widh deis modulated, hut indispensable, imprimatur from parliament the Constitutional
Conference was convened on 5 .lune with three goals, according lo Sergei Filatov, the
president's chief of stalt': the writing of a single draft constitution, flie estahlislnnent of a
method for its adoption, and a preliminary decision on the process of electing a new
parliament. Thc composition of thc memhership was considerahly more diverso than that
envisioned by Ryabov's counterproposal. A total of 762 representatives of a hroad political
ard social spectrunr convened in Moscow, divided tufo five working groups representing
ditlerent interests.'Z 1'hese groups considered the original draft alicle by article along with
suuumaies of more than 2,000 conunents and proposals. Each group discussed and voted
on die amendments, widi a simple májority determining the group's position. Reports from
each group were compiled and aralyzed by a "constitutional arbitration comrnission" under
die direction of Academician Vladimir Kudryavtsev, charged with collating the results of
die discussions and presenting a final revised draft." This process took somewhat longer
drar was hoped, requiring in additional two weeks lo resolve problems and necessitating
a final reconvening of die Conference palicipants in a plenary session on 26 June where tlie
reconciled draft was approved.

The Conference Draft Constitution-July 1993
The document that emerged from the Conference, though hased on the presidential draft

formal, was indeed a new document. Only tlu-ee a-ticles in the president's draft were left

unchanged, and a numher of elements from the parliamentary project were incorporated

finto die reconciled draft. A new chapter originating from fue Federation group was added

on die `Foundations of flie Constitutional System" that defines the fundamental principles

of die new Russian system. These include a repuhlican fonn of govelnment, federalism, flie

separation of powers, fue priority of human rights, flie unity and indivisibility of the state,
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the equality of all fonms of ownership , and a multi-pa-ty system. Al¡ of these principies

were emhedded in Yeltsin's original draft, but the separate chapter was largely incorpo-

rated from the parliamentary draft.

The Presidency
The most úmportant changes lo the presidential draft occurred in the chapters detailing the
separation and distiihution of powers between the president and the parliament, leading lo
a slight decrease in the president's intluence over the other parts of government,
particularly the regions. The underlying principie in the decisionmaking en these issues was
that no one can he a judge in his own case. Accordingly, the description in Yeltsin's draft
of the president as the "arbiter in disputes" between state organs (Pres. Art. 80) was
deleted, after apparently hitter complaints from hoth parliamentary and republican
representatives.'^ Presidential veto of legislation was also ratilied, hut could he overridden
by a two-thirds vote of die Federation Assemhly and was specitically prohibited in the case
of Federation Constitutional Laws (Arts. 106-7).'s In addition, the president's term was
shortened lo four years instead of tive, making it equal lo the parliament's and ensuring that
the electoral fate of the president would he linked lo sorne degree with that of the deputies.

In compensation, however, his right lo dissolve parliament was atlirmed (Arts. 84,109,

116), but with sorne added restrictions. First, dissolution was limited lo the State Duma

onlly, and these was a narowing of the circumstances under which it may occur. Whereas

the Yeltsin drafl's rather broad language allowed dissolution in two cases-when the Duma

refused to accept the government proponed by the president and "in other circumstances

when a crisis of state power cannot he resolved" the new language restricted the right lo

cases when the Duma refiises lo accept the president's nominee three consecutive times,

or votes no confidence in the govermient twice in tlu•ee months. And it specitically

prohihited its use in the following circumstances: within the first year afier parliamentary

elections, durúng a state of emergency or a process of presidential impeachment, or within

six months of the end of a presidential tern of office.

The impeachment process was moditied (Art. 108), largely adopting the language from
the parliamentary draft that cla-itied die procedure and, in fact, increased the safeguards for
the president against arbitrary charges or political manipulation of the process. As the
conference draft reads, the process is quite complicated, involving an accusation lodged
against the president by the State Duma of state treason or another grave crime. The
Federation Council then must vote on the accusation, hut only alter a thorough judicial
review of the process. In hoth chambers these actions nwst be initiated by not less than
one-third ofihe total memhcrship and receive two-thirds support. The Constitutional Court
must determine if the Duma has followed appropriate procedure and the Supreme Court
must contirn that the accusation is sutliciently supported by evidence lo warrant further
action. This Iast stipulation was a change from the language of the parliamentary draft,
which gave the Constitutional Court responsibility for adjudicating the reasonahleness of
the accusation and was likely a reaction against the Constitutional Court's politicization and
its tendency lo side with parliament against Yeltsin.

The Parliament

As for parliament, die reconciled draft adopts the llames from the presidential draft for the
individual chanbers and clarities somewhat the division of responsihilities hetween them,
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distinctions that had peen virtually absent in both the original drafts. According lo the
conference draft, lhe Duma appears lo have primary responsibility for legislation (Art.
102), while the Federation Council provides the institutional check on the president (Art.
101). For individual members there are additional limitations on their activities outside
parliament. The restriction against dual parliamentary mandates that was present in the
presidential draft remains inlact, but is extended lo positions in local government as well.
Moreover, memhers of hoth chambers are prohihited from pursuing any income-producing
activities other than "teaching, scientific or other creative activities." (Art. 97)

The lower house, the State Dtuna, was by far the heneficialy of the conference revisions.

As noted ahoye, in hoth the Yeltsin and parliamentary drafts, the lower house had no clear

role heyond serving the symbolic ftmction of representation. As a result, the method of its

election was spclled out in detall, but in ncither text was it clear what the lowcr house was

lo do. In contrast, thc Fcderation Council's dudes wcre clear, hut its composition and

method of election or appointment were vague at hest. In a.ny event, the Duma's power

relative lo the Federation Council vas significantly expanded. Its representational function

remained inlact; in fact, its size vas increased fiom 300 to 400 deputies (Art. 94), hut it

now appears lo have bcen intended as thc primary legislative house, having first crack at

most draft laws (Art. 102). Moreover, the Federation Council's control over legislation is

limited lo a mandatory "consideration" of the Duma's actions on only a specified list of

issue arcas (Art. 105). Of course, these are the most important policy arcas, including all

monetary and financial questions, ratification of treaties, and war and peace, hut that

oversight is undennined by the retection of the Dwna's ability lo override a rejection or

revision of legislation by the upper house by a two-thirds vote (Art. 104). Even more

important, the Dunia wrested from the upper house what is typically the most important

vehicle of parliannentaiy control over the executive: the right lo choose the chairman of the

government from the candidates nominated by the president (Art. 102,11 1).

Indeed, the Federation Council of the confcrence draft is substantially weaker than the

upper house in either of the original drafts. Ncvertheless, the Federation Council retains

potentially signilicant responsihilities. It must conlinn [utverzihdeniel any changes of

horders between constituent territories of the federation and ailinns or acknowledges

[podtverzhdenie] presidential dccrees of state of emergency or war (Art. 101, paras.b, e).

These temas scem lo ilnply the need fbr positive ratification of houndary questions, hut only

a passive acceptance of thc extraordinary states. This wotild represent a dramatic

weakening of parliauucnt's powers relativc lo the president. In the Yeltsin draft (Pres. Art.

96) and the parliamentary draft (Parí. Art. 86) the parliament-the Federation Council in

the fonner, and the whole Suprerne Soviet in thc latter-was empowered lo declare or

cancel states of emergency or martial law and even mohilize the anned forres. That power

is now apparently cxclusivcly thc presidcnt's.

Similarly, thc Federation Council is charged with "deci.ding the question" of using

Russian anned (orees outside ofRussian teiTltory (Art. 101, para.d). This seems lo he a

rather vague vvay of giving the parliament some role in detennining questions of war or

peace. As the conunander- in-chicf of thc anned forres, the president retains the right lo

take inunediale action in the event of attack, including the declaration of a state of war, but

it seems that the draftcrs intcndcd lo limit the unilateral decisions of the president lo

defensive actions.
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Stage Ili: The Reviscd Constitution of December 1993
At tltis point, the political reality of presidential-parliamentary rivalry intervened to short-

circuit the constitutional process for a time. Although the reconciled draft had been

approved by the memhers of the conference, the Supreme Soviet, acting on the urging of

its speaker, Ruslan Khashulatov, refused to ratify the document and instead produced yet

another parliamentary draft on 14 July, the day

the conference draft was issued. A new process
of negotiation was started in August, culminat- the political reality of
ing in the foruiation of a constitutional Commis-
sion working group by presidential directive on presidential parliamentary

8 Septeniber.'6 With Nikolai Ryahov as its head, rivalry internened to

the working group consisted of sixtecn deputies short-circuit the
and six experts and was charged with reconcil- constitutional process for
ing die umference draft with the new parliamen- a tinte.
tary text and presenting proposals for a single
agreed-opon text by 15 Septeniher. 7 The Su-
preme Soviet, in tu n, appointed a parliamentary delegation to "hold consultations with the
President" to work out a coniproniise.`

Ryahov annoumced that die intention of die working group was to "compare the two draft
Constitutions and select ihe hest pa-ts of each.-` In fact, despite the continued refusal of
flie parliament to accept the draft that emerged froni the conference in June, its new draft
was, for the most part, little ehanged fi-om its previous document, and the working group
quickly carne to some conclusions that, in essence, reiterated the decisions made at the
umterence. On 16 Septeniber, Ryahov stated tliat die group liad decided that the Federation
Struchure section was hettcr in die president's version, while flie Civil Society and Citizens'
Rights sections were hettcr in the parlianent's draft. However, it was decided to rewrite
the System of State Power section-the description of executive-legislative rela-
tions-froni scratch in order to "lind a compromise between a purely presidential and a
purely parliamentary fono of government."20

It was this section that liad been reworked in the new parliamentary draft to respond to
die most gla ing deficiencies in the original. In particular, this draft liad a separate section
stipulating the duties of the vice president (Art. 97). The new language clarified the vice
president's position as next in thc line of succession in the event of the president's
incapacity or early retirenient, hut thc sature of flie vice presidency in normal times
remained vague, witli his duties to he detined solely by the president hiniself. Although this
section filled in an obvious gap in the original draft, it in no way altered thc president's
doniinaice of the executive branch, nor did it explain why the otfice of vice president was
considered necessary.

The new parliamentary draft also ehanged slightly flie relationship between the president
and die goven ment, eiiliaicing somewhat the latter's autonomy. For example, it stated that
the resignation of the president did not deniand the simultaneous resignation of the
government (Art. 99, para. 5). Nevertlieless, according to tlie rest of the document the
president retains his dominance within die executive branch, including the right to overturn
resolutions and directives of thc govenunent (Art. 98).
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As in the original parliamentary document, the two houses of parliament shared

legislative duties. The one case where the previous document made a distinction between

them-the impeaclunent process-was amended to give either house the right to initiate

the irnpeacimncnt process with the final determination lcft to the other chamber. Otherwise,

the an irles governing executive-legislative relations remained essentially intact.

In short, the new parliamentaly document was little changed from its predecessor, which

itselfwas not vastly diflérent f om the draft that emerged from the conference. Why, then,

did the Supreme Soviet refuse to ratify the conference draft and insist on issuing its own

amended version? Apparently this decision was nade by the parliamentary leader-

ship-that is, Khashulatov-rather than memhers of the Constitutional Commission itself

who generally acccptcd (he reconciled conference draft as a reasonahle compromise, even

if flawed in some aspects. The prohlem seems to have peen more symbolic than

substantive. Khasbulatov continued to insist that only the parliament was empowered by

the existing constitution to adopt a new Basic Law; accepting the conference draft,

therefore, would represent an abrogation of responsibility. Perhaps more important,

however, the constitutional question was increasingly seen as the central battleground in

the conflict between president and parliament for political primacy. Accepting the

document that resulted fiom a presidential initiative was, therefore, tantamount to a

surrender.

With the suspension of parliament on 21 September, however, the issue was mooted.
Following the decisive defeat of the parliamentary opposition in early October, the Yeltsin
team revised the conference draft. For the most part, the revisions that were made were
relatively minor, clarifying the language to minimize ambiguity. Several of the changes,
however, were indeed signiticant.

Although beyond the scope of this article, the niosi important and ohvious revision
concerned the sature of center-republic relations. In the new draft, the Federation Treaty
is entirely absent. This is a critical change in that the inclusion of the treaty was a major
controversy at the.fune conference and was considerad crucial to ensure repuhlic support.
Its absence, thcreibre, undoubtedly was targeted against the republican leaders who had
used the conflict in Moscow quite efi ctively to carve out a suhstantial degree of
independence. Yeltsin scems intent on reining in those govermnents and reasserting central
control.

Severa] of the changes viere specitically limited to this transitional period and will not
materially atléet die constitutional order in die lirture. Most notably, the new parliament will
serve as an interim body, serving only a two-year tenn Chis tinte; the full four-year terco will
apply to future parliaments. In addition, the principie of the exclusivity of parliamentary
activity was suspended temporarily. For the first session only, deputies in the Duma may
simultaneously be members of (he govenunent. This was obviously necessitated by the fact
that most of the mcmbers of the incunbent govern nent ran for seats in the Dunia and fully
expected to retain thcir ministerial positions alter the election.

The f2umation of die Federation Council is clearer (han hefore, with Article 95 specifying
that of ihe two representatives fi'om each suubject territo/y qf the Federation, one each will
come from the "rcprescntative and the executive organs of state power," though exactly
what this means is unclear since the Decemher election produced independent candidates.
however, there does sean to be an expectation that the membeas of the Federation Council
will have other responsihilities since the transitional section notes that the first Federation
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Council will not be working on a constant hasis and its members, unlike deputies, are not

restricted in the kinds of paying jobs they may hold in addition lo their Council seat.' But

the Council's powers rclative lo che president may have inereased slightly with a change

in language (Art. 102). It now appears that che Federation Council must actively confirm

[utverzhideniel presidential decrees on states of emergency and war. How much difference

this will actually make, however, is unclear.

The size of the Duma has been increased from 400 lo 450 deputies. This amounts lo a

full 50 percent mercase over che original 300 seats, hut it is unclear what impact chis may

have on the chamber's functioning. It further enhances the Duma's elaim lo being

representative, hut at the sane time the largor size may make it more unwieldy. Enlarging

a representative institution is a classic technique for undermining its ahility lo function

effectively. The interna] structure of the Duma -its committee structure, its leadership

apparatus, and the depth of its slalt resources-will therefore he particularly critical in

deternining its effectiveness as a legislative hody.

The Duma's interna] organization may also hele determine the role of prime minister.
The constitution states that each chamber of parliament will mecí separately and choose a
chairman and bis assistants lo preside over the session and manage che interna] order of

the chamber" (Art. 101). Prior to che opening of che legislative session on 11 January 1994,
che choice of chairnen (commonly refer•ed lo as speakers) dominated discussions among
the political parties. Those discussions seemed lo indícate that these positions will have
powers more similar lo these of che speaker in che U.S. House of Representatives than in
che British House of Commons or the French National Assemhly. In particular, it appears
that che speakers will have control over che legislative agenda. In che French system, as well
as in strictly palia ientay systems, this is che prerogative of the prime minister and a major
source of his power. In the Russian system, it
appears that the speaker will not only he afile lo
determine che timing and content of legislative
initiatives, hut will also llave a separate mandate • in his relationship to

from the prime minister and che government. the niiiitary, the president

Elected by the full house, the speakers can seenis to izare seized the
thereby claim lo llave independent authority initiative. "
equivalent, if not superior, lo that of che prime
minister. This may result in an exceedingly
complex division of powers among the leadership and creates che potential for another
conflict between a] aggressive legislative leadership and che executive such as has plagued
che post-Soviet Russian system. Thus far, it appears that Prime Minister Viktor
Chernomyrdin's position is preeminent, having relatively smooth relationships with Ivan
Ryhkin, Speaker of the Duma, and Vladimir Shumeiko, chairman of che Council of che
Federation. But present personalities aside, institutionally Chis arangement is likely lo
produce a prime minister with few resources and fragile authority in relation lo hoth the
parliament and the president.

The presidcnt's dominance within che dual executive and over che parliament has heen
greatly enhanced by che latest revisions lo che constitution. The suhordination of the
government lo the president is underscored by a new a-ticle (Art. 116) that requires the
government lo resign opon a new president's election, apparently in direct response lo the
second pa-lianentay di-al]. The president now has che right lo chair government meetings
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-adopted from the first parliamentary draft-
and now seems to have the primary responsibil-

c ... the government itself
ity for naming the chairman of the government,
with the State Duma's role reduced to agreeing can precipítate a process

to the president's selection (Art. 83 , 111).22 that could result in the

Likewise, the president seems to have the right dissolution of the Duma.. "
to decide independently on the resignation of the
government, apparently without the consent of
the Duma (Arts. 83, 117). In addition, the prime minister now has the right to call a
question of confidence himself. In the earlier draft the Duma had to initiate the action (Art.
117). If the Duma votes no confidence, the president then has seven days to decide whether
to dismiss the government or dissolve the Duma and call new elections. This means that the
government itself can precipitate a process that could result in the dissolution of the Duma.
Given the clear subordination of the government to the president, however, this is
tantamount to giving the president a virtually unlimited ability to dismiss parliament
whenever he finds it politically expedient. The potential for the president to create an
atmosphere in which politicians and parties face a constant threat of elections again deeply
undermines the parliament's ability to provide an institutional check on the president. In
effect, then, this threat can be manipulated by the executive branch to coerce adoption of
controversial legislation even in the absence of a parliamentary majority.

Finally, in his relationship to the military, the president seems to have seized the
initiative. In addition to being the commander-in-chief and appointing the leadership of the
military, the president now must confum the military doctrine, an issue that was entirely
absent from previous drafts.

Results of the Constitutional Referendum
This amended document was voted on in a nationwide referendum held on 12 December,
coincident with parliamentary elections. On 13 December, Nikolai Ryabov, head of the
Central Electoral Commission, announced that the draft had been accepted, with over 53
percent of the eligible electorate casting ballots on the question, approximately 60 percent
of whom approved the draftn These results appeared to exceed the threshold of 50 percent
of the electorate that was established prior to the election as the minimum necessary for the
vote to be considered valid. Consequently, the new constitution became effective
immediately.

Almost inimediately, however, questions arose regarding the validity of the announced
results. In particular, some analysts questioned the likelihood that the voters simultaneously
voted in favor of Yeltsin's constitution and in unexpectedly large numbers for the
anti-Yeltsin parties, including the Communist Party and the reactionary Liberal Democratic
Party (LDP), suggesting that the results may have been tampered with.24 This speculation
was fueled by some discrepancies in the data that emerged after the election from the
Central Election Commission (CEC) and the unusual swiftness with which the referendum
results were announced, only hours alter the polis closed.2S Results of the parliamentary
elections, in contrast, were not officially announced until 22 December, a full ten days after
the election.

In response to questions on the timing, the CEC explained that all resources had been
dedicated to the referendum vote, thereby allowing for quick results, but at the same time
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causing delays in the inunensely more complicated task of counting votes in the party list

and single-member district elections. Moreover, there are a number of possihle explana-

tions for vote-splitting by individuals. Support for the opposition forces-in particular for

the LDP-may have beca intended lo indicate opposition lo a recent economic policies

rather than a repudiation of the president or his institutional program. Indeed, a reading of

the constitutional projects proposed by the LDP and other opposition parties shows a

general convergence with the two major drafts on the dominance of the presidency.Z6

An alternative explanation may he that many voters inadvertently voted for the
constitution. The fornat of the hallot was negative rather than positive, meaning that one
had to úmdicate approval by crossing out "no," leaving "yes" untouched. This was unlike the
rest of the large ballot úi which one indicated one's choice of party or individual candidate
by placúlg a cross in the hox next lo the name. It is possihle that some of the voters failed
lo read the instructions carefully and unintentionally voted in favor of the draft. This is a
classic electoral technique lo intlate the support of an unpopular measure. In the ahsence
of exit polis or other methods of determining the intentions of voters, however, we cannot
draw any definitive conclusions heyond the numbers themselves.

In any case, speculation on the validity of the referendum results has heen limited, since

it is in almost no one's interest lo reopcn the question of the referendum. Despite the

announcement in May that the December turnout was probably only 46.1 percent of the

electorate, technically invalidating the constitutional vote, none within the political elite

puhliely challenged its legitimacy.'' Even those who opposed the constitution-especially

the parliamentary leadership that was defeated in Octoher-have no incentive lo challenge

the authoríty of the vote since they are now, for the most part, safely ensconced in the new

parliamentaiy institutions whosc own legitimacy would he undennined if the constitutional

vote were questioned.

Any lingering suspicion of tampering by the political elite across the ideological
spectnun, however muted, points up a major weakness of the new regime: a lack of faith
in the process si ¡ice the October events. Faith in the political process in Russia has never
heen very high, even in the hest of times, hut the catastrophic hreakdown of political civility
in the fall of 1993 disillusioned even supporteis of Yeltsin's political rcforms. More lo the
point, it may have elléctively annulled the fragile consensus that emerged during the long
process of negotiation and reconciliation of competing drafis. As a result, the legitimacy
that the new constitutional order might have justiliahly claimed hased on the process of its
elahoration has heen undennined.

The literature on regime transitions emphasizes that the prospecta for survival of a new
constitutional order depend primarily on the good will of the relevant actors and their
agreement lo comply with the established ti-amework. That heing the case, the recent
turmoil does not bode well. Neverthelcss, guarded optimism that the new regime will he
able lo liuiction elléctively is possihle. Perhaps most important, there seenis lo he a general
cense among the political elite that it is time lo gel on with the business of governing, even
if the institutional alTangemeits are llawed. The president has indicated a desire lo forestall
tensions with the parlianient by appointing a personal representative, Alexander
Yakovlev.2R Furthermore, the apparent and growing dominance of Prime Minister
Chernomyrdin and the recent cahinet shake-up are clearly designed lo assuage the
conservative forces within the legislature.
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Finaily, despite the most recent changes, the new Russian constitution is largely
consonant with the ideas expressed throughout the debate preceding its adoption. As this
article has tried to demonstrate, a general agreemcnt on the appropriateness of a
presidential regime for Russia was evident in all the major drafts considered during 1993.
If the political elite can recover that consensus, the regime may yet flourish.
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